
Dear True Alpha Reader,

Back in 2003, Microsoft Corp. (MSFT) offered investors a unique opportunity.

The company secretly “re-listed” a small group of ultra-low-priced shares on a separate stock exchange.

The vast majority of investors didn’t know this happened.

But those who did were able to buy shares of the giant tech for just $5.60.

The last time Microsoft shares were that cheap was all the way back in 1995 — before the company’s flagship software 
was in just about every PC in America. And before the massive tech stock boom in the late 1990s had even begun.

Anyone who was savvy enough to get in on this opportunity would have locked in an incredible 1,040% gain. That’s  
a 10-fold increase over regular Microsoft shares.

Essentially, these investors were able to turn back the hands of time and purchase Microsoft for pennies on the dollar 
— and profit handsomely as a result.

This wasn’t a one-time event either.

The same thing happened with The Coca-Cola Company (KO) in 2000.

The soft-drink giant gave investors the opportunity to get in on a rare set of penny shares for just $1.82 a share.

Keep in mind: Coke’s regular shares were then trading for around $30. The last time the stock was that cheap was all 
the way back in 1986.

Again, the vast majority of investors didn’t have a clue. But those who did could have secured a 769% profit on Coke’s 
penny share offering.

Turning a small $5,000 stake would have grown into $38,000. And $10,000 would have swelled to more than $76,000.

We’ve seen it happen with a slew of other companies. Like Apple Inc. (AAPL), Facebook Inc. (FB), Amazon.com 
(AMZN), Goldman Sachs (GS), and Exxon-Mobil (XOM).

All without options or any other speculative or risky strategy.

It has nothing to do with spinoffs… preferred shares… bonds… or anything else you’ve likely heard about before.

So what’s going on here, exactly?

It’s genius, actually.

These U.S. companies are essentially creating specially-designed subsidiaries — placed in foreign markets.

These subsidiaries are then listed on that country’s stock exchange.
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Why would a big company do this?

Well, it makes perfect sense. After all, the more places that a company lists its shares, the more money it can raise for 
itself through share ownership.

It may also want to reduce its risk in a foreign country by placing some of the burden on public shareholders. Or it 
might have in-country partners who desire publicly traded stock for valuation purposes.

Honestly, it doesn’t matter why they’re creating these subsidiaries.

What matters is that these “secret penny shares” are available to ordinary investors.

That means you can stake your claim to some of the best companies in the world — at a fraction of the cost.

In this report, my Alpha Team will cover exactly how these investments work — how much you can expect to make 
and, most importantly, four secret penny stocks worth considering right now away.  

But first, Martin Hutchinson will cover why having exposure to foreign stocks is a recommended course of action for 
any investor investor. As always, keep in mind that the companies profiled here aren’t official True Alpha recommen-
dations and won’t be added to our official portfolio. But we’ll track them closely and pass along any necessary updates.

Ahead of the tape,

Louis Basenese 
Investment Director, True Alpha

By Martin Hutchinson

If you’re planning to enjoy a long and prosperous retirement in the United States, I have a word of advice 
for you: Don’t rely on the U.S. markets alone.

Foreign markets offer both diversification as well as better valuations — especially given the current low interest rate 
climate in the United States, which has made some securities overvalued.

A balanced portfolio — with holdings in both developed and emerging markets — is much more likely to provide 
substantial returns in the long run.

You see, investing abroad gives investors the chance to divert their portfolios away from the broader U.S. economy 
and government policies.

Currently, those policies show a large budget deficit in perpetuity, ultra-low interest rates, and increasing regulation, 
especially in banking and energy.

On the other hand, some foreign countries, such as Germany and South Korea, are running budget surpluses.

And while the risks of ultra-low interest rates are common to most rich countries, many emerging markets have higher 
interest rates and haven’t suffered the blight of low or negative productivity growth that has affected the United States 
and other rich countries.

Making Friends With Foreign Stocks
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But there’s a science to investing profitably and safely 
overseas.

Dodge the Drama… And Profit From 
These Foreigners
When deciding on where to invest, keep in mind that it’s 
best to avoid temperamental regions.

That even includes large, wealthy countries with volatile 
markets that are subject to the whims of global trends.

Take Japan, for example, which has productivity growth of 
minus 2.3% and a public debt-to-GDP ratio of over 250%. 
It’s difficult to see how that story can end well, though the 
major exporters should survive.

But there are far more examples of countries/regions 
with solid economic growth where investing conditions 
are much better than in most rich countries. Like India, 
South-East Asia, and the west coast of South America. 

Stake your claim to these more reliable markets with 
investments in companies that are utilizing the labor-cost 
advantages of their region.

You’ll immediately tap into areas with the greatest profit 
potential.

The only questions that remain: How much of your portfo-
lio should be allocated to international stocks? And exactly 
which countries should you focus on today?

Destination and Division
Overall, a U.S.-based investor should aim to have about half of a portfolio based overseas.

Of that, overweight it towards countries with rock-solid legal and economic systems like Canada, Australia, the Unit-
ed Kingdom, and Germany. 

Then divide the remainder equally among fast-growing emerging markets — and solid, rich countries such as South 
Korea, the Netherlands, and Scandinavia.

In addition, look for dividend-paying stocks whenever possible, since any foreign withholding tax payable can generally 
be offset against U.S. tax in a taxable account.

Now, later in this report, Greg Miller will cover four specific foreign stocks that provide a backdoor way into some of 
the biggest stocks trading in the United States.  

But first, Jonathan Rodriguez will review the different ways you can invest in foreign stocks…

Good investing,

Martin Hutchinson

Instant Portfolio Expansion
Buying foreign stocks isn’t just about diversifying 
outside the United States. It also allows you to gain 
more exposure within certain industries. 

For example:

Auto: With so many big names dotted around 
the globe, this is a relatively easy area in which to 
diversify. The obvious international choices are 
companies like Germany’s Daimler AG (DDAIF) 
and Volkswagen (VLKAY), Sweden’s Volvo AG 
(VOLVY), and India’s Tata Motors (TTM).

Technology: This requires a little more research, 
because the familiar names that design and market 
tech products, like Apple Inc. (AAPL), are based in 
the United States. But the companies that actually 
manufacture products, such as Taiwan’s Hon Hai 
Precision Industries (HNHAF), are based overseas. 
Hon Hai is responsible for the cutting-edge pieces 
that make up our favorite gadgets — and it has a 
far smaller investor pool, which makes the potential 
profits more compelling.

Agriculture: In the agribusiness area, consider the 
Singapore-based Wilmar International (WLMIF) 
and Olam International (OLMIF), which grow pri-
marily in poor countries and sell to rich ones, thus 
achieving a major labor-cost advantage.
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By Jonathan Rodriguez

There are a few different ways to go about 
investing in foreign stocks.

 Ø  Mutual Funds and Exchange-Traded Funds 
(ETFs): Many investors choose to add internation-
al exposure through these funds. They’re not a 
bad way to go. But the expense ratios of these se-
curities can be astronomical. And these funds often 
don’t allow you to zero in on a particular equity or 
industry without taking on unwanted exposure.

 Ø  American Depositary Receipts (ADRs): This 
is another popular route, whereby the security is 
basically a proxy for foreign shares and denominat-
ed in U.S. dollars. Generally speaking, ADRs track 
their foreign counterparts well… but not perfectly. 
In addition, liquidity on ADRs can be low, making it 
difficult to enter and exit positions on the fly. 

 Ø  Buy on Foreign Exchanges: The purest way to 
gain exposure to foreign companies is to buy 
the shares on the international exchange of their 
home country. This is simpler than you might 
think…

Your Broker: The One-Stop Foreign Shop 
If you have a domestic brokerage account with a large house like Fidelity, Charles Schwab, or Scottrade, you already 
have a leg up.

These heavyweight brokers have trading desks in every major developed stock market around the world.

By opening an international account on top of your existing U.S. account, trading stocks overseas can be done online or 
over the phone — the same way you’d buy U.S. shares. Opening an account is generally quick and painless.

Of course, trading foreign stocks isn’t quite the same as trading American shares. There are a few things to keep in mind.

 Ø  Hours: When you trade stocks on international exchanges, you’ll be buying and selling during the market hours 
of that exchange rather than U.S. hours.

 Ø  Currency: Because you’ll be trading stocks on a foreign exchange, you’ll have to convert your investment 
capital from dollars to the issue’s home currency denomination. This used to be a costly and time-con-
suming process, but brokers can now do this quickly and easily for a small additional fee. 

But what if you don’t have an account with a large global broker?

Well, you’re still in luck.

Several brokerage houses specialize in trading global shares — and you can open a separate foreign trading account 
with them. Interactive Brokers and International Asset Advisory are two of the more popular ones.

The bottom line: Trading foreign stocks is the purest way to gain international diversification. And with a global account, 

The Straight Scoop on Fees
Due to the extra steps involved, transaction costs 
may be slightly higher when trading foreign stocks.

In addition to the standard trade commissions, your 
broker may charge a fee to conduct a local market 
sale with an agent overseas in order to purchase the 
shares on your behalf.

There may also be a fee to expedite the settlement of 
foreign shares to U.S. market standards. The stand-
ard for settlement is 3 days in the United States. But 
some foreign markets could take 10 days or more.

Don’t be deterred, though. 

Investing being what it is these days, most global bro-
kers do all the heavy lifting for you and are available to 
answer any questions or concerns you may have.

And the upside potential on pure-play foreign shares 
can be well worth the additional fees.

How to Trade Foreign Stocks Like a Pro
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you can do just that almost as easily as you trade U.S. stocks now.

On the hunt,

Jonathan Rodriguez

By Greg Miller

Now that Martin has showed you the importance of diversification and Jonathan has covered how to buy 
foreign stocks, I’m going to show you unique way to gain international exposure in your portfolio.

 We like to think of it as a backdoor way to invest in some of the major U.S. companies — at penny stock prices!

As Louis mentioned, some U.S. companies have actually created specially-designed subsidiaries in order to push their 
products or brand to a specific country or region.

And by isolating these foreign subsidiaries, we can stake a claim to some of the best companies in the world — at a fraction 
of the cost.

Now, most of these companies can be purchased over the counter in the U.S. But the volume and liquidity tends to be low.

So we recommend purchasing shares on foreign exchange, using Jonathan’s instructions above.

I’ve compiled four of these “secret penny stocks” to help you gain exposure to multinational brands and directly to a foreign 
country or region.

And as you’ll see, three of them are even available on the U.S. market…

Please note: These companies will not be added to the True Alpha portfolio at this time. 

Foreign Stock #1: Coca Cola Amatil Ltd. (CCLAY)
Even in the remotest parts of the world, it’s hard to find anyone who doesn’t know — or drink — Coca-Cola.

After all, it’s one of the world’s most recognizable brands and its products are sold in more than 200 countries around the world.

In the United States, The Coca-Cola Co. (KO) sports a hefty market capitalization of $181 billion and trades for more 
$40 a share.

But here’s a way to play Coke for less than $3 a share…

Based in Sydney, Australia, Coca-Cola Amatil Ltd. is one of the Asia-Pacific region’s largest beverage producers.

The company operates in six Asian countries, including Australia, New Zealand, and Papua New Guinea — a potential 
customer base of 270 million consumers.

Besides its iconic sodas, the product lineup includes alcohol, coffee, and snacks.

Parent company Coca-Cola owns nearly a third of Coca-Cola Amatil’s outstanding shares. But while Coke has struggled 
here in the United States over the last few years, as health-conscious millennials shun soft drinks, Coca-Cola Amatil has 
already adapted to changing consumer tastes.

Three years ago, Coca-Cola Amatil entered a partnership with Molson Coors Brewing Co. (TAP) to distribute its 

America’s Best-Kept Stock Market Secret  —  
Revealed
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beer lineup in South Asia.

Molson Coors’ vast array of offerings include: Coors Lite, Miller Lite, Molson Canadian, Peroni, Grolsch, Killian’s 
Irish Red, Stella Artois, and Corona. And so far, Coca-Cola Amatil’s beer deal has paid off big time.

Last year, the Alcohol & Coffee division posted a 22% year-over-year sales increase. That significant gain offset a 1% 
decline in the company’s non-alcoholic beverage segment, which accounts for 54% of its total revenue.

Over a longer period, Coca-Cola Amatil is outperforming its industry peers, notching 2.3% revenue growth over the 
past five years, compared to a 7.6% sales decline for the beverage industry.

But besides that growth, the company makes for an attractive income play, too. The stock currently yields 4.4% — a 71% 
premium to the S&P 500.

Foreign Stock #2: Wal-Mart de Mexico S.A.B. de C.V. ADR (WMMVF)
In 1991, when Wal-Mart Inc. (WMT) wanted to expand in Mexico, it acquired a stake in an existing Mexican company. 
After years of acquisitions, combinations, and other transactions, Wal-Mart now owns 68.5% of what’s now called Wal-Mart 
de Mexico.

Its Mexican operation runs retail stores all over Latin America, using both the Wal-Mart name and others.

And it’s just as economically influential as the U.S. Wal-Mart. Wal-Mart de Mexico is the largest retailer in Mexico and 
the country’s largest employer.

Both companies also have similar strategies regarding low prices, cut-throat buying tactics, strong distribution capabilities, 
and consumer-friendly branding.

But one key difference is the strength of the consumer, of course.

In general, consumers in Mexico and Central America are poorer than their American counterparts.

This provides both an opportunity and a risk for Wal-Mart de Mexico: If economies in the region improve, more con-
sumers will be able to shop at Wal-Mart. But if economies decline, people could stay home.

An improving regional economy could ignite Wal-Mart de Mexico shares, too — and you can participate in this 
“backdoor” Wal-Mart play for less than $3.

Foreign Stock #3: IMAX China (Hong Kong: 1970)
When film technology company IMAX Corp. (IMAX) entered the Chinese market, it partnered with local companies 
to form an entertainment alliance.

This union has been of particular importance since China’s Communist government is worried both about Western 
culture overwhelming the country and wants to shield its people from any ideas that might weaken the government’s 
hold on power.

IMAX’s local partners, however, wanted a public stock so they could value their investment more easily. Thus, IMAX 
China was born.

Headquartered in Shanghai, IMAX China only went public in October 2015 — and it’s proved popular with investors 
so far, outperforming the U.S.-based brand by over 30%.

IMAX China’s strategy is similar to that of the U.S. IMAX — build huge screens, take partners when desired, and show 
a combination of both IMAX-produced films and outside movies.

But it has a key advantage overseas. Specifically, that censorship I mentioned.

You see, IMAX’s self-produced movies tend to be apolitical. It makes attractively-filmed nature documentaries and 
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other productions that aim to maximize the viewer’s sensory experience.

Obviously, these films don’t require censoring, which gives IMAX an edge with the Chinese government over other 
exhibitors. In fact, only 34 foreign films are allowed into China each year, and 14 of them must be in a large-screen 
format, like IMAX.

But China’s emerging middle-class is hungry for more Western entertainment options, and while the government continues 
to limit exposure to international film, IMAX China has a unique opportunity to flourish.

Foreign Stock #4: Yahoo! Japan (YAHOY)
Think of web portals and there’s probably only one name that springs to mind — Google.

In many places around the world — including the United States, of course — it’s utterly dominant as the go-to destination 
for information.

Heck, “Google it” has become part of our everyday vernacular.

In the process, it’s crushed rivals like Yahoo! (YHOO) — both in terms of market share and stock price.

However, while Yahoo might be struggling in the United States, it’s thriving in Japan, where it’s still the go-to web portal 
and boasts a major share of advertising in the country.

And of all the assets that Yahoo U.S. owns, the 35.5% stake in Yahoo Japan Corp. (YAHOY) is its most valuable one.

Even the fact that Verizon recently agreed to buy Yahoo’s core internet assets doesn’t affect the Japanese operation. Verizon 
isn’t acquiring stake in Yahoo Japan.

Japan’s Softbank owns another 36.4% of Yahoo Japan, but the remaining 28% is up for grabs.

No matter what happens with the Verizon deal, Yahoo Japan is worth far more than its U.S. namesake. The share price 
activity reflects this value, too. The U.S. shares have outperformed this year, based on the possibility that Yahoo U.S. may 
sell its Japanese stake.

To living and investing in the future,

Greg Miller
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